Custom 3” x 3” Square Pole (x2)
- 3” x 3” x 6’ Smooth Square Pole with
flat cap welded on top
- Three Nutcerts per pole
(Locations T.B.D.)
- Gunmetal Powder Coat
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84” x 1” x 1” Square Extrusion (x2)
- Three Nutcerts per extrusion
(Locations T.B.D.)
- White Powder Coat

38”

Back Sign (Greenish Blue / White)
- 82” W x 30” x 1/8” flat aluminum
sign with nine plasma cut holes
for Nutcert bolts to go through
BACK VIEW
- 2“ x 1” x 1“ angle brackets (x2)
mounts sign to poles
- White Powder Coat
- Greenish Blue full color print with matte lamination
- Single sided print
Front Sign Face (Gunmetal)
- 72” W x 38” H x 3/16“ flat aluminum
- Made
of 3/16”
Flat
Aluminum
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- 2“ x 1” x 1“ angle brackets (x2)
- 60” x 1” x 1” square extrusion
BACK VIEW
welded to back (location T.B.D.)
- Three nutcerts placed into
1” x 1” extrusion (location T.B.D.)
- Gunmetal Powder Coat
Plasma Cut Lettering
- 9” tall x 1/8” thick plasma cut lettering
- White spray paint finish
- 5” tall x 1/8” thick plasma cut lettering
- White spray paint finish
- Letters Glued to front of sign
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1/2” x 1/2” solid extrusions
- 72” long decorative piece glued to front of sign (x1)
- 64” long decorative piece glued to front of sign (x1)
- Orange powder coat or spray painted finish
72” x 1” x 1” Square Extrusion (decorative bar)
- angle bracket welded to each side of extrusion
- to be mounted to poles
- Orange powder coat or spray painted finish
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